
TRUTH + ORDER + LOVE

YOUR GUIDE TO MAKING DAILY DECISIONS



Who wouldn’t like to live in a world where Truth, Order and Love resides? Sixty-five years ago, in my youth I thought I had my destiny planned. I 
was going to become an architect, a professional baseball player, where I would become a kid’s hero that would result in my fame and fortune. 
During my early college years, these fantasies failed to materialize leaving me upset and angry at God and others. Beginning in 1965 having the 
God-given fortitude and creative gifts, yet feeling that God somehow betrayed me, I reset my sights and energy towards entering the world of real 
estate by investing, developing and owning diverse properties and eventually becoming a multi-million dollar entrepreneur. Although I tried to make 
every project to honor God first and money procurement second, looking back, I recognized the pursuit of wealth was really for obtaining self-
worth vs. financial wealth at the forefront as it dominated my workaholic efforts, 24/7.Yet the money created was used lastly for my comfort, but for 
primarily serving my family and funding multiple partnerships. As I persevered through the peaks and valleys of many business cycles, my biggest 
fears were rejection and failure. In the back of my mind the words a colleague told me in 1970 that, “You find out about people twice in life, in the 
good times and bad,” which was in my case multiple times. Like the herd of animals that will go on leaving the stray behind to fend for itself, not 
unlike the group of humans that will not come to one’s defense. Meaning, they are there in the good times and will leave you during the bad. I also 
thought the way to avoid rejection and confrontation was by constantly throwing money into the pot, being first to write the check and last to get 
paid, if I got paid at all.

The Beatles had the song, “Can’t Buy Me Love.” Yet I continued to try buying the love of others, hoping they would finally recognize and appreciate 
what I gave to them. Jesus said, “And if anyone will not welcome you or listen to your words, leave that home or town and shake the dust off your 
feet” (Matthew 10: 14 NIV). But I didn’t listen to the Holy Spirit’s advice. I thought I could change others, if they would only follow my lead, and 
listen to me. But, I now know that wasn’t my God-given responsibility. Yet I continued to make the same mistakes over and over again, and also 
had to overcome many rejections and failures. It is said, “A fool and his money will part”, which was my case. 

Fast forward to 1993, I received the great gift, when the day after Thanksgiving, I received from the Holy Spirit, enlightenment to my question 
regarding a conflict with another partner. Truth+Order+ Love was the nature and will of God to be used on earth as it is in heaven and to be used 
like a mirror to look into and reflect whether I, or my born-again Christian partner were adhering to it in our partnerships and decision making lives. 
With the revelation that we were not on the same page with God’s nature and will, I left that conflicting partnership, leaving a great amount of future 
profits on the table. I then knew how to self-evaluate using Truth+Order+Love, but didn’t know how to expose it to others as a mirror for them to 
look at themselves and others, to evaluate their daily decision making. Truth is the pathway to God, Order is the light that exposes people to see 
the obstacles to avoid, and is also like the fulcrum of a teeter tauter, with Truth being on one end and Love on the other. Order balances Truth and 
Love to operate in your life.“Be well-balanced (temperate, sober of mind), be vigilant and cautious at all times; for that enemy of yours, the devil, 
roams around like a roaring lion… seeking someone to devour” (1 Peter 5:8 AMP). If you are out of balance, if your life is in disorder or chaos, 
you have opened the door to sin, which caters to the devil. When you are functioning in an orderly balanced way you avoid the obstacles and evil 
temptations. Then Love can function as the daily fuel that will strengthen you and guide you along God’s pathway of your individualized journey. 
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The Rego Family Empire was growing and so were the needs of my parents, wife, children, grandchildren and partnerships, which I took it upon 
myself to fulfill. By 2007, at Rego’s Financial Peak and nearing retirement age 65, I decided to commit 1 more year to the projects I had in motion. 
Rego would then be debt free with assets growing toward 100 million. I could then focus on God’s future will for me. I was going to put 2 million 
dollars into a non-for-profit account to write a book on my life travels and then would focus on promoting Christian works. Well, the 2008 financial 
crisis occurred and what Rego had in assets and net value would be diminished over time. I tried for the next 10 years to hold on to the material 
things/wealth to no avail. I discovered Mother Theresa’s famous saying, “Poverty is Freedom”, to be true, because when Rego’s wealth had 
dissipated, I then had less obstacles to restrict my focus to do God’s will!

Moses wandered in the desert in search of God’s will; finally after 56 years in creating wealth now lost, the revelation that was provided me back in 
1993 had been made clear. Those 3 simple words, Truth+ Order+ Love is what we all should seek, live and spread in one’s daily decision making, 
to fulfill the Lord’s will to, “Do on earth as it is in heaven”. Truth can really set you free from the lies you believe (John 8:38), Order will eliminate 
chaos from your life, and Love is the greatest way to live each day (1 Corinthians 13). This inspiring revelation led me to want to enlighten others, 
as God inscripted onto 2 tablets the Ten Commandments (Exodus 20:2-17). Through the Holy Spirit’s direction I eventually designed the inscripted 
Truth+Order+Love teaching Cross a few years ago.

Well known commentator, Paul Harvey prophesied our current political, cultural and spiritual state of unrest, way back in 1965. Looking at it today, 
many are more fascinated with how accurate his predictions are. After Googling and listening to the World Wide Web, hopefully you in turn would 
spread it to others to listen to. Who do you listen to when searching for Truth? Many follow political leaders, media, business executives, medical 
experts, popular sports figures, Hollywood figures and more thinking they are receiving truthful information not self-serving. Families and friends, are 
now being divided over what they believe is the Truth, to the point of fighting, hurting and abandoning one another. The list of authorities in this day 
and age is endless. It’s nothing new. All the way back to Biblical times, mankind has been searching out the Truth. When making a difficult decision 
Roman governor, Pontius Pilot asked Jesus, “What is Truth?” (John 18:38 NIV). Jesus is and teaches the absolute Truth. You need something to 
guide you to Truth and sooth your troubled soul. The Truth+Order+Love teaching Cross can serve that need and through the Holy Spirit provide the 
Biblical answers as you travel along God’s pathway. 

What It Is: For over 2,000 years, Christians have embraced the Cross. Why? Because the Cross serves as a visual reminder of the price Jesus 
Christ paid at Calvary for the sins of mankind. This sacrifice opened the avenue to the Gateway to heaven, providing each of us with the opportunity 
to receive God’s gift of eternal life and His will for our life on earth. The question is how do we seek, live and spread God’s will? Do we take the easy 
road and exclusively only journey on the roadway created by man, which Jesus refers to as the road to destruction in Matthew 17:14? Or upon the 
pathway that is God’s will guided by the Holy Spirit as promised in Proverbs 3:6,“He will direct our path”. Now we know there are three key words 
that can be called upon in prayer and will be your daily guide through the Holy Spirit, that will create the basis for a meaningful and fulfilled life.
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How It Can Benefit You:  From the moment you take your first breath, until you breathe your last, each event of your life is a 
learning experience. Along your journey, you need Spiritual guidance and direction, because each wrong choice will keep you from 
fulfilling God’s will. Oftentimes, you don’t always discern or discover His will as God is revealing it; nor connect where or how it fits 
into your life. Each experience can add more decision-making choices. When this happens you need enlightenment. The inscripted 
words on the Cross’ circle, like a compass, will direct you to righteous decision making and God’s Biblical principles to “Do on earth 
as it is in heaven” (Matthew 6:11 NIV). As you do, your life becomes clearer and you become more of who you were created to be, 
living out God’s intended will. “You didn’t choose me, I chose you. I appointed you to go and produce lasting fruit…” (John 15:16 NIV) 
The greatest enlightenment of all is becoming aware of God’s existence and Christ’s sacrifice. It can happen at any period of your 
life. Sadly, some never come to this Truth. Jesus said, “I am the way, the truth and the life” (John 14:6 NIV).The Kingdom principles, 
Truth+ Order + Love when used in connection with the Biblical principles and personal revelation can enlighten you to God’s desire for 
your salvation.
  
How To Utilize It: Jesus said, “In this world you will have tribulations, distress and suffering, but be courageous… I have 
overcome the world” (John 16:33 AMP). As you study His word, and your relationship with God deepens with prayer and you 
intuitively search for answers, using this Cross not only reminds you of your salvation through Christ, but the words on the circular 
Cross encourage you to take a deeper look within. As you go past your feelings and look at the Truth of a situation, you discover 
freedom, “The Truth will set you free” (John 8:13 NIV). It frees you from wrong perceptions such as being un-forgiving, jealous,self- 
centered and other ungodly behaviors you have embraced and utilized in reaction to your problems. Seeking the Truth you can find 
solutions, inner peace and blessing for your life.

 Your sins and wrong perceptions cause chaos. But as you search your soul and follow the Truth, it brings Order out of the chaos. 
Through Truth and Order, God leads you to understand how to Love. First Corinthians 13 states “Love is patient, kind and self-
sacrificing”. With this understanding you spread the Love of Christ with kindness and generosity in your thoughts and deeds.  

Utilizing these 3 meaningful/powerful words, Truth+Order+Love along with the spiritually imprinted guide “Seek, Live and 
Spread” is what this teaching Cross is all about. It guides you to seek God’s Spiritual principles and live and spread them, 
bearing bountiful fruit in your everyday life.
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Applications For Life                 
 

Childhood (Birth-11)

Jesus said you should build your house on a solid rock foundation not on shifting sand, in Matthew 24:27. This is the best age period 
to start utilizing the Truth+Order+Love teachings. You must recognize that when a child is born, he or she is not a loving human being. As 
parents, you Love them. But like all of us, children must learn how to Love. During infancy, they are helpless and needy, unable to care for 
themselves. Growing past infancy, they need both of their parents to begin weaning them out of their selfish “Me First” behavior of wanting 
what they want, when they want it. They need to learn to develop patience, and not expect to be attended to with every demand. Growing 
up many children were once told, “Children should be seen and not heard until called upon.” Not unlike, when in school they needed to 
raise their hand, awaiting their teacher’s acknowledgement. During their foundational years, children should be treated like the planting of 
the seedling tree that needs to be solidly rooted, supported and nurtured over the years, so it can grow straight and strong like a mighty oak 
tree. A 50 year-old weathered and bent oak tree is almost impossible to straighten. As they say, it’s like trying to teach an old dog new tricks. 
That is why molding the child in the way of the Lord during their foundational years is imperative. The Scripture instruction in Proverbs 22:6, 
to train up our children in the way they should go and when they get older they won’t turn from it confirms this.                                                                                        

Jesus instructed the disciples, “Let the children come to me, and do not hinder them, for the kingdom of heaven belongs to such as these” 
(Matthew 19:14 NIV). As parents, it is our God-given responsibility to educate our children in the foundational Christian, Spiritual principles 
that will help lead them to a successful life, adhering to the will of God. You teach them basic fundamentals like the alphabet so they can 
write, read and communicate. Math skills teaches them to be able to measure and calculate numbers etc. Just as these fundamentals 
provide necessary life skills, teaching Christian, Biblical principles symbolized through the Truth+Order+Love teaching Cross alongside their 
necessary life skills, will provide them the understanding to choose between staying on the pathway of God vs, the roadway of man, which 
will lead them along many of the deceptive ways of the devil. The symbol of Truth can simply begin by teaching the child the importance of 
answering his or her parents and others truthfully. Order can be engrained by teaching them to follow their parent’s instructions, like to put 
away their toys. Like the example of a feather, one feather will not crush you, but 1,000 pounds of feathers will. Or it’s like having a messy 
desk that when you organize and put things into their perspective piles, it creates Order, where you can focus on the larger picture, rather 
than being weighed down by the devil’s clutter. Adding Love teachings helps a child to understand how to share and put others before 
themselves. 

Truth+Order+Love are the beginning foundational seeds that help a child’s understanding toward God’s will.                                                                                                                                  
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Adolescent  (11-21) 
 

During this time period of life you leave childhood innocence and illusions behind, which was a period primarily controlled by one’s loving parents 
and other adults with their protective arms. Now you enter into the most difficult, awkward and dangerous transitional period of time. The door now 
opens, whereby there is less supervision and you start seeking your own way and new found independence. Peer pressure likely prevails as you 
leave your childhood loving world for desired replacements; with it comes more outside pressure to compromise your values to conform and be 
accepted if you want to belong to the group, or face being ostracized and rejected from it (“Do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed 
by the renewing of your mind” (Romans 12:2 NIV). The devil has his deceptive way during the preteen through college years with misperceptions 
about life leading to various vices such as smoking, drinking, dabbling with drugs or other wrongs. These activities can ensnare you (“They will trap 
and ensnare you.” Joshua 23:13 NET), by the emotional high or the chemical high addiction, leading to a lifestyle of being chained to addictions. The 
reality of facing your life may also cause fear or shame, producing a feeling of hopelessness or defeat. The daily battle of emotional highs and lows 
can cause depression, low-self-esteem and the development of unwholesome coping patterns. You may need some mental health help. Many give 
up trying to cope and sadly choose suicide as a way to escape. Others fight unhealthy urges and attractions to the opposite sex. Growing needs 
and hormonal changes, cause erroneous thinking about what true intimacy and Love is. The pursuit within teenagers with their hormonal extremes, 
takes over and stirs their passions. Too many parents wrongly allow or encourage their kids to begin the pairing off process of dating starting in 
Junior High. This dating process I believe, is best suited at college age when one is expected to have more maturity. During these developmental 
years, boys and girls should be taught that the major importance of boy/girl relationships is for the purpose to culminate into eventual marriage 
commitments for life. Pairing off dating at early ages can have major damaging effects; instead of saving their passion for marriage, they allow their 
attraction and desires to be misguided and destructive with the quest for self-gratification in one night activities and short term relationships, like 
the examples in “R” and adult pornographic movies. When an adolescent does this, it leaves out God’s original intent which began in the Garden 
of Eden (Genesis 1), to utilize passion as an expression of our Love and deep commitment to be soulmates. When you leave Loving emotions out, 
girls can become sex objects exploited by boys and men. When parents, teachers and church counselors are involved, girls and boys should be 
taught appropriate dress, acceptable behavior, and how to properly communicate with each other; removing the inappropriate and immoral ways of 
Hollywood movie stars and pop musicians as they display themselves on stage as role models to follow. The same goes for junior and senior proms, 
dances etc. they shouldn’t go unchaperoned nor on one-on-one dates, but in group outings or gatherings where a lot can be learned. We should 
teach our youth in their developmental years, to think about male/ female relationships wants, needs and desires that will be the foundational base 
as they transition into the adult period of life.

I was blessed as an only child to have parents who grew up and went to school together in 1920’s and 30’s and they were married for 72 years. 
My mother’s family consisted of 11 girls and 4 boys, which I lived with until I was 9. I was taught to respect the females. I developed the discipline 
to look at and admire their physical beauty, but not to touch, but reserve that for marriage. Because of my teenage values, it was interesting that 
when the movie Greece came out (which was written by my classmate, based on our Taft High School in Chicago in 1959), I observed that my male 
classmates depicted in the movie, had values 180 degrees different from mine, relating to male and female relationships.
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Biblical Truth teachings said, that man was designed to build a family with only the woman he Loves and vice versa. This includes assuming the 
responsibility to protect, provide and nurture her. He was meant to embrace her with an amazing, unselfish, sacrificial Love, treating her like the 
precious gem of a fine piece of jewelry. But one must recognize, that beauty is only skin deep. Like a diamond, its brilliance comes from deep within. 
This observance of a diamond shows we should look to the inner cut, which would represent the inner personality or the depth of the character of the 
person who we choose to one day be our soulmate for life, understanding that outer beauty diminishes over time.

In a males unfailing Love and devotion, he would never use, abuse or discard her. He is to strive to know her emotionally and intimately, as Scripture 
describes “Adam knew his wife” (Genesis 4:1). In turn, a woman was created to be the nester, nurturer and manager of the couple’s household, like 
the woman in the Proverbs 31 parable. Using her warmth and creativity to take care for her home and family, she was to do it with respect, support 
and input to her mate, recognizing him as the leader and head of their domain with responsibility of final decision making. Bottom line is you can’t 
have peer pressure and role models with demoralizing norms, creating low self-esteem in the minds of girls. This destroys their self-respect and the 
respect others have for them, by giving their bodies over to be used, abused and discarded by misguided males. This is the time period for males 
and females to recognize the importance of their allegiance to God, family and country. They are to discover their likes and dislikes and differences 
as males and females. To begin the process to seek their purpose and God-given talents and to pursue it not only for themselves but to serve others, 
as God would have them do. My dad taught me not to follow the crowd led by the devil, but journey along with others of faith on God’s directed 
pathway. For if you walk, talk and act like a duck, you will be looked upon as if you are a duck; which then defines the image that you portray to 
others through your walk, talk and actions. Following Biblical teachings within a Christian life you will avoid being miscast.

My parents taught me to respect my elders, to listen and learn from their life experiences. It’s amazing that with all the modern technologies and 
mechanical advancements, human life cycles don’t change. Adolescence is a time to open the door to one’s Mind, Body and Soul, pursuing 
education for the Mind, and physical activity for the Body whether it be competitive or non-completive sports or recreational activities. It is also a 
time to enjoy activities for the Soul such as the comradery gained from being a part of beneficial social activities that help in learning about team 
work that will result in social graces as one goes forward in life. 

College is for some but not to be for all; a mistake since the mid-sixties in pushing that costly agenda. I have seen people from my Greek and Polish 
heritage who came to this country legally without any formal education do extremely well financially, like my parents who went to a trade school for 
their learning. Many opening up businesses and invested in stocks, bonds and real estate. But the most important priority in adolescence is to seek 
God through prayer and allow the Holy Spirit to guide you along the pathway to a God honoring life away from disorder that society and the world will 
place before you, as you seek to find God’s will on earth. 

Remember follow your dream, work upon your talent and skill set to be the best you can be.
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Classifications of Love:  The ancient Greeks classified the marital pursuit of love into 3 different 
            categories of types and intensities known as Eros, Filo and Agape… 

     Eros Love Is sparked by hormonal changes and triggers, leading to physical attractions and the desire for physical interaction 
most of the time mistaken as Love. This natural desire unmanaged can produce many un-Godly physical encounters with unwanted 
pregnancies. God created a differential between animal nature vs. human nature. Male animals fight over female animals during their 
mating season so they can reproduce the strongest continuation of their kind. This physical act had this as their sole purpose. Eros love 
is to be in a human marriage relationship for the purpose of procuring the right mate with qualities beyond the physical, to fulfil God’s will 
together. 
       
     Filo Love in the context of marriage, is totally different from various non-Eros friendships male or female, developed over one’s 
lifetime. These are friendship Loves that can last for a season or seasons or form a lifelong bond and fill different purposes. Filo Love in 
marriage will more than likely begin as an Eros Love component that begins with a friendship dating, then a courtship with the eventual 
purpose of marriage. 
      
      Agape Love  Can only happen over a proven period of time within a marriage, where the couple develops a deep sacrificial Love 
in serving each other’s needs. Like a fine wine, it takes time to enrich. Hand in hand, a couple will face life together as one against 
the world. It is a continuous journey through the years, respecting their marriage vows to be together, “Until death do us part.” Every 
marriage has its own unique things to enjoy and obstacles to conquer. It is only in marriage that each one’s body becomes merged as 
one, enjoying the physical act that God unites and sanctifies. Agape Love is selfless, sacrificial and unconditional 

Adulthood (21-65) 

  This period is the longest period of your life. You will face a countless number of decisions. Hopefully by this time, you have a 
relationship with God and attend church to help you. Church is a place that fills your heart and mind with uplifting Spiritual messages 
and you feel good after the service. But come Monday, when faced with life decisions with the outside world of competition, one’s 
advancements and self-preservation, you may choose to compromise the message preached in church and trade it for your desires to 
gain money, power and position vs. utilizing your God-given talent and purpose, per Biblical teachings.
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Facing a future of marriage and family vs. career, becomes a life changing obstacle for many. Females especially in today’s culture have the hardest 
choices to make of staying home and raising their children vs. choosing a professional career and climbing the corporate glass ceiling ladder, 
competing against career-driven males. Some women may not have the financial option to stay home, especially where no father resides in the 
home. We must recognize the most important occupation is motherhood. In times past, the man took on the role as hunter/provider, later referred to 
as the breadwinner. Now many females find themselves in dual roles, as mother and father. I wonder if this competition of female vs. male creates 
an internal disrespect; in that they become competitors taking on that mentality, saying I only need you for a physical act of intimacy or not at all, 
rather than God’s intent to live as Loving soul mates to endure life’s long journey as one.
                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                                           
Many men and women who follow the need to climb the corporate ladder become self-centered in their quest for success, making them greedy to 
gain money or power for a higher position in the long run. This will only lead one to feeling empty and unfulfilled, as many have found. “For the Love 
of money is the root of all kinds of evil” (1Timothy 6:10 NIV). Jesus pointed out, “It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than it is for 
someone rich to enter the kingdom of heaven” (Matthew 19:23, 24 NIV).

In the Biblical parable in Matthew 25 an owner gave talents to 3 servants to invest. Two servants profited and “pleased” the owner with their 
investments. The third buried his talent and was unproductive and unprofitable. The owner referred to him as “wicked and lazy” because he did 
nothing with the gift of talents provided him. This parable reveals God wants you to have a capitalistic view of multiplying and making money, but 
also with a social conscience. For you are not be gluttonous with your earnings, as this is listed among the 7 deadly sins in the book of Proverbs. 
You are to work for your money and be responsible stewards, using portions of it to help your families and others in need. You are not to be lazy, 
expecting something be given to you that you haven’t earned.

Work was originally ordained by God. He worked for 6 days creating the earth (Genesis 1), and said it was good. Work is meant to produce things 
making you feel useful by using your God-given talents to serve others. Your productivity is intended to go well into your adult life for the span of 40 
years or more. During this time you may hold many different positions and have several career changes; yet, your focus to serve God through the 
work of your hands and minds and nourish those around you, needs to remain the same. Applying the Truth+ Order +Love principles through this 
inspired teaching Cross, helps you examine the Truth of why you want money. It helps you observe if you are in tune with God’s ways of serving 
others before yourself with your money. It causes a shift from self-centered career pursuits and changes your perceptions, so you can fulfill another 
of life’s puzzle pieces through a giving spirit and Loving heart. 

Seeking a loving soulmate and finding them to join you on the journey of God’s will, is more important than money, power, or position.                                           
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Senior (65 +) 
You now entered the final time period of your life to gather your final puzzle pieces for the picture of your life’s legacy you created as seen by God. 
You need to look into the mirror of Truth to reflect and play back your “College of Life” experiences of the good, bad and ugly lessons learned. Those 
insights should reveal yourself to you, layer by layer, like the peeling an onion. It’s now confession time as the Bible teaches, “Confess your faults 
one to another, and pray for one another, that you may be healed” (James 5:16 NIV). If you did most of your journey staying on God’s pathway of 
Biblical teachings, vs. man’s roadway misguided by the devil, you can probably say you had a fulfilling life, even though you faced many challenges 
and obstacles. However, as imperfect human beings, there may have been many times you succumbed to taking the wrong road with the devil’s 
temptations, deceptive lies, schemes, and your own self- centered indulgences. Looking into the mirror of your life will reveal who you are, who you 
think you are, what others think you are, and who God knows you are. These reflections likely will change throughout your life, as you also change 
hopefully in a good direction. 

If you were a good steward of God’s resources and utilized your talents in support of your household and that of others less fortunate, I believe you 
will reach the heavenly gateway and hear, “Well done good and faithful servant”(Matthew 25:23 NIV). 

As seniors, many of us will face health trials such as loss of memory, chronic aches and pain and other disturbing illnesses. Also the loss of friends, 
possibly a mate, relatives or associates will make it a difficult time. Remaining anchored in God’s Truth+ Order+ Love requirements is the key that 
can inspire seniors to stay rooted in the ways of God, freeing them from the fear of death (“Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of 
death, I will fear no evil.” Psalm 23:4 NIV), reassuring them of the gateway to heaven’s eternal life and peace. You may not have become rich or 
famous leaving a monumental legacy, but hopefully you can say you did your best to honor God with the gifts He gave you living out His principles of 
Truth+Order+Love.

So at 78 years of age, I was brought down to my knees as Moses, to receive God’s will for me to use my life’s experiences to go forth with what 
I learned within my 3 integrated journeys that are personal, entrepreneurial and spiritual, to share with all that will listen. All seniors should do the 
same, as senior’s greatest legacy is to teach the younger, upcoming generations. To paraphrase columnist Marilyn Murry Willison, writing and 
sharing one’s life story not only fosters performance growth, but helps one come to terms with painful and traumatic events. It opens the door to 
forgiveness, gratitude and pride in one’s ability to overcome and survive adversity. Writing about painful or traumatic events can actually boost your 
immune system, impact cognitive functioning, lessen depression and reduce stress levels. 

I hope that my Truth+ Order+ Love, Christ World Mission can help you in your journey towards God’s pathway to the gate of His Heavenly Kingdom.
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Summary: Your Pathway To The Heavenly Kingdom’s Gate 

From childhood through your senior years, you will have 3 distinct journeys, personal, career and Spiritual. You must recognize without 
the Trinity which consists of God (Your Creator), Jesus (Your Savior), and The Holy Spirit (Your Personal Prayer Guide), you would exist 
as in the animal kingdom, battling to dominate one another for the survival of the fittest. 

You are to live by the following: 

   Mind: To maximize your gift or talent in serving society and embrace Christ’s teaching’s, per the Lord’s prayer (Matthew 6:5-15) and 
  Ten Commandments (Exodus 20). 
    
   Body: To maintain it as God’s temple to be used to carry out God’s purposes (1 Corinthians 6:19).
   
 Soul: To maintain pure thoughts, emotions and desires, as you were transformed into the image of Christ (2 Corinthians 3:18).

Jesus said, “The thief (who is the devil) comes only to steal and kill and destroy; I have come that they might have life, and 
have it to the full” (John 10:10 NIV). Your personal fulfillment in life cannot be obtained through money that can buy you 
power, position or government mandates or programs as some believe today. It can only come through a personal  
relationship with God, guided by the Truth through The Holy Spirit. As you take your amazing journey into Truth, may your 
Mind, Body and Soul be kept strong and blameless until that day when our Lord Jesus Christ comes back again, (as 
mentioned in 1 Thessalonians 5:23 TLB). 

May God bless your journeys…as you seek, live and spread...

Truth+Order+Love
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